All relevant data are within the paper and its Supporting Information.

Introduction {#sec001}
============

Gene expression noise, the variation of gene expression from cell to cell observed in isogenic populations, arises from stochasticity in biochemical processes \[[@pone.0227249.ref001]--[@pone.0227249.ref004]\]. Studying simple and often artificial gene expression networks, regulation \[[@pone.0227249.ref005]--[@pone.0227249.ref007]\] and control \[[@pone.0227249.ref008],[@pone.0227249.ref009]\] of gene expression noise as well as noise propagation \[[@pone.0227249.ref010],[@pone.0227249.ref011]\] has been investigated both in eukaryotes \[[@pone.0227249.ref008],[@pone.0227249.ref012]--[@pone.0227249.ref014]\] and bacteria \[[@pone.0227249.ref015]--[@pone.0227249.ref019]\]. Noise in gene expression is mostly thought to be deleterious \[[@pone.0227249.ref020]\], but can be beneficial, if the resulting phenotypic heterogeneity within the isogenic population provides the bacterial population with the flexibility to adapt to fluctuating environments or to respond to external stresses \[[@pone.0227249.ref018],[@pone.0227249.ref021]\]. Although, the basic principles of noise generation and propagation in gene expression networks are well understood \[[@pone.0227249.ref022]--[@pone.0227249.ref025]\], little is known on how noise is controlled in complex regulatory networks, that comprise both chromosomally and plasmid-encoded network components. Here, the expression of genes encoding phenotypic functions such as the production of toxic colicins \[[@pone.0227249.ref026]\] or antibiotic resistances \[[@pone.0227249.ref027],[@pone.0227249.ref028]\] from multi-copy plasmids, is controlled by chromosomally encoded transcriptional and post-transcriptional regulatory units, that are intrinsically exposed to fluctuations in biochemical reaction rates.

In this work, we investigate noise in an artificial toxin expression system that is based on the well-studied ColicinE2 system \[[@pone.0227249.ref029]--[@pone.0227249.ref035]\] of *Escherichia coli*. The native ColicinE2 toxin expression system constitutes a paradigmatic model to study gene expression noise, as here transcriptional and post-transcriptional regulation mechanisms are combined to control ColicinE2 expression and release. ColicinE2, as many other bacteriocins, is encoded on a multi-copy plasmid and heterogeneously expressed \[[@pone.0227249.ref036]--[@pone.0227249.ref039]\] from an operon under the control of an SOS promoter \[[@pone.0227249.ref029],[@pone.0227249.ref040]\] in response to external stresses. The artificial system investigated here was designed to reflect the regulation mechanisms of the native ColicinE2 operon. In order to enable observation with fluorescence time-lapse microscopy, the sequences for the toxin (*cea*) and lysis gene (*cel*, the gene triggering toxin release) of the native ColicinE2 operon are replaced with a yellow and cyan fluorescent protein (YFP and CFP), respectively. This ColicinE2-based operon is encoded on the pBAD multi-copy reporter plasmid and introduced into the native cells (Materials and methods). Identical to the native ColicinE2 system, upon induction of the SOS response, RecA induces autocleavage of LexA dimers in the *E*. *coli* cell. This permits the production of two mRNAs due to the presence of two transcriptional terminators T1 and T2 ([Fig 1A](#pone.0227249.g001){ref-type="fig"}): the short mRNA including *yfp*, and the long mRNA encoding both *yfp* and *cfp* \[[@pone.0227249.ref026]\]. Translation of the *cfp* gene is inhibited post-transcriptionally by the mRNA-binding protein CsrA that binds to the Shine-Dalgarno Sequence (SD) of the *cfp* gene on the long mRNA \[[@pone.0227249.ref041]\]. The abundance of CsrA is further regulated by two CsrA-sequestering sRNAs: CsrB and CsrC \[[@pone.0227249.ref042]--[@pone.0227249.ref047]\].

![Noise types in the model system.\
A) Schematic of the gene regulation network of the model operon (adapted from Götz *et al*. \[[@pone.0227249.ref048]\], ColicinE2 operon). On the reporter plasmid pMO3, present in the S strain ([Table 1](#pone.0227249.t001){ref-type="table"}, [S1 Table](#pone.0227249.s001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), the genes *cea* and *cel* of the ColicinE2 operon coding for a toxin (*cea*) and release protein (*cel*) are replaced by genes that code for the fluorescent proteins YFP and CFP respectively. Expression of the operon is repressed by the transcriptional regulator LexA, which is cleaved from the SOS promoter with the help of RecA upon SOS response activation. With release of LexA from the SOS box, transcription of a short mRNA including the *yfp* gene and a long mRNA, additionally including the *cfp* gene takes place. The mRNA binding protein CsrA regulates CFP expression post-transcriptionally by binding to the Shine-Dalgarno (SD) sequence of the long mRNA. The amount of freely available CsrA in the cell is regulated by the sRNAs CsrB and CsrC. B) As a measure for noise we determined the coefficient of variation (CV(FI)). C) Development of fluorescence intensity was obtained for single cells over a time-course of 300 min. t = 0 is the time-point of MitC addition. Two exemplary single cell traces are shown for a cell strongly expressing YFP (ON-state, filled circles) and a non-expressing cell (OFF-state, open circles). Cells are in the ON-state if they overcome a threshold intensity of 5x their initial fluorescence (red line). We distinguish three different types of noise: First, basal noise of cells in the OFF state. Second, the noise of cells in the ON-state and finally, the population noise of all cells. Exemplary microscopy images showing the noise of the entire population are given as color overlay.](pone.0227249.g001){#pone.0227249.g001}

In this study, we examine gene expression of *yfp* and *cfp* (corresponding to the genes *cea* and *cel* of the native ColicinE2 operon) to investigate, if noise in gene expression differs for the individual genes and how it is affected by transcriptional and post-transcriptional mechanisms. We find population noise in *cel* expression to be significantly higher compared to *cea* expression investigating cells expressing the ColicinE2-based operon from the pBAD multi-copy plasmid (Materials and methods). Furthermore, we find that mutations affecting the transcriptional regulation via the chromosomally encoded repressor LexA do not significantly alter the population noise. In contrast, specific mutations to post-transcriptionally regulating units, such as the global carbon storage regulator CsrA, or sRNAs sequestering CsrA, affect both *cea* and *cel* expression noise in our artificial system.

Results {#sec002}
=======

Expression noise in the ColicinE2-based toxin expression system {#sec003}
---------------------------------------------------------------

In order to study gene expression noise in the ColicinE2-based toxin expression system, we analyzed the expression of yellow and cerulean fluorescence proteins (YFP and CFP), using fluorescence time-lapse microscopy, from the reporter plasmid pMO3 in a bacterial strain lacking the original ColicinE2 plasmid, the S strain ([Table 1](#pone.0227249.t001){ref-type="table"} and [S1 Table](#pone.0227249.s001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). We chose to investigate gene expression noise in this reporter strain, as in the native strain carrying the toxin-producing pColE2-P9 plasmid, an ssDNA intermediate of autonomous plasmid replication, constituting an additional CsrA-sequestering element, interferes with ColicinE2 expression dynamics \[[@pone.0227249.ref048]\] and thus noise generation and control in the pure ColicinE2 operon cannot be investigated. Consequently, to study the influence of certain regulatory elements (transcriptional and post-transcriptional) on gene expression noise in the ColicinE2 operon only, we investigated noise in the S reporter strain in the absence of these ssDNA dynamics.

10.1371/journal.pone.0227249.t001

###### Genetic modifications and expected effects on transcription and translation in mutant strains in comparison to the wild-type reporter strain, the S strain.

The table summarizes the genetic details and modifications of each strain, states the resulting effects, reports on expected changes in transcription, translation or mRNA decay in each strain. Further strain details can be found in [S2 Table](#pone.0227249.s002){ref-type="supplementary-material"} and sequence specifications in \[[@pone.0227249.ref048]\].

![](pone.0227249.t001){#pone.0227249.t001g}

  -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  Bacterial strain   Genetic modification/information                                                                                  Effect                                    Expected change in transcription or translation                                                                                                              Expected effect on mRNA decay
  ------------------ ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ----------------------------------------- ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  S                  Reporter strain                                                                                                   \-                                        \-                                                                                                                                                           \-

  LexA1              Base exchange AT-to-TA in the first SOS box on pMO3                                                               Stronger LexA binding                     Reduced transcription events of entire operon                                                                                                                No effects as sequence changes are prior to transcription start

  LexA2              Base exchange of CTG-to-CCC in the first SOS box on pMO3                                                          Stronger LexA binding                     Reduced transcription events of entire operon                                                                                                                No effects as sequence changes are prior to transcription start

  Δ LexA\            SOS box sequence deleted on pMO3                                                                                  No binding of LexA                        Constitutive transcription of entire operon ([S1 Fig](#pone.0227249.s004){ref-type="supplementary-material"})                                                No effects as sequence changes are prior to transcription start

  CsrA1              Mutation GTC to TGT in the second CsrA binding site in the SD sequence of *cfp* on pMO3                           Stronger CsrA binding                     Reduction of *cfp* translation events                                                                                                                        Sequence changes in RBS of *cfp*. Effects on mRNA decay are expected to be rather small

  CsrA2              Mutation AC to TT in the second CsrA binding site in the SD sequence of *cfp* on pMO3                             Weaker CsrA binding                       Strong increase of *cfp* translation events                                                                                                                  Sequence changes in RBS of *cfp*. Effects on mRNA decay are expected to be rather small

  CsrB               In-frame replacement of CsrB with kanamycin resistance on the bacterial chromosome                                No CsrB                                   More free CsrA in the bacterial cell. Less *cfp* translation events                                                                                          \-

  CsrBC\             In-frame replacement of CsrC by kanamycin resistance and of CsrB by chloramphenicol resistance cassette           No CsrB and CsrC                          More free CsrA in the bacterial cell. Less *cfp* translation events                                                                                          \-

  Δ LexA/CsrA2\      SOS box sequence deleted on pMO3, Mutation AC to TT in the second CsrA binding site in the SD sequence of *cfp*   No binding of LexA. Weaker CsrA binding   Constitutive transcription of entire operon ([S1 Fig](#pone.0227249.s004){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Strong increase of *cfp* translation events   Sequence changes in RBS of *cfp*. Effects on mRNA decay are expected to be rather small
  -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The pMO3 plasmid, present in the S strain, contains the ColicinE2 operon in which the genes *cea* (toxin production) and *cel* (toxin release) are replaced by gene sequences encoding the YFP and CFP fluorescence proteins (FPs), respectively ([Fig 1A](#pone.0227249.g001){ref-type="fig"}) \[[@pone.0227249.ref036]\]. We chose to use this multi-copy plasmid, as the native plasmid encoding the ColicinE2 operon (pColE2-P9) occurs as a multi-copy plasmid, as well. Hence, the choice of pMO3 mimics the natural behavior (Materials and methods) and allows us to study gene expression noise in the ColicinE2-based operon in a controlled way. In addition, this reporter plasmid carries all genetic sequences relevant for transcriptional and post-transcriptional regulation found in the native ColicinE2 operon, such as the native LexA and CsrA binding sites or the T1 and T2 transcriptional terminators ([Fig 1A](#pone.0227249.g001){ref-type="fig"}). Using fluorescence time-lapse microscopy, we monitored fluorescence development over time for YFP and CFP expression and determined the coefficient of variation (CV) for the obtained fluorescence intensities (FI) as a standard measure of noise in gene expression \[[@pone.0227249.ref023]\] ([Fig 1B](#pone.0227249.g001){ref-type="fig"}).

The noisy RecA/LexA regulatory module \[[@pone.0227249.ref049]\] enables single cells to switch into the toxin-producing state stochastically causing phenotypic heterogeneity within the isogenic bacterial population. In order to study the noise dynamics of YFP and CFP gene expression from the ColicinE2 operon, we performed our experiments in the presence of high external stress levels imposed by the SOS response-inducing agent Mitomycin C (MitC) in the medium (Materials and methods). At these high stress levels, almost all cells switch into the ON state within the first hour and the population reaches a steady state at 270 min ([Fig 1C](#pone.0227249.g001){ref-type="fig"}). In the following, we distinguish three different populations and their corresponding noise phenomena: (i) the basal noise of the cells that are not expressing FPs (OFF-state), (ii) the noise of ON cells that are expressing FPs above a 5x threshold ([Fig 1C](#pone.0227249.g001){ref-type="fig"}, Materials and methods) to clearly distinguish them from cells in the OFF-state and (iii) the complete population noise (ON and OFF cells) ([Fig 1C](#pone.0227249.g001){ref-type="fig"}).

In a first experiment, we investigated the noise for these three populations for the S reporter strain. Please find the mean values of the fluorescence intensities (FI) and σ, as well as FI histograms for the three different populations, and the time-development of FI for all MitC concentrations of the population noise in the [S1 Fig](#pone.0227249.s004){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. We found, that the basal noise of both YFP and CFP is constant over time for all studied MitC concentrations. Further, the CV obtained for the three different MitC induction levels showed no clear difference ([Fig 2A and 2B](#pone.0227249.g002){ref-type="fig"}). Thus, we quantified the basal noise over all stress levels and compared them at t = 45 min as at this point, switching into the ON state, due to induction of the SOS response, has not yet started. We found no significant difference between the basal noise of YFP and CFP with 0.61±0.18 and 0.41±0.13, respectively ([Fig 2C](#pone.0227249.g002){ref-type="fig"}, the error denotes the 95% confidence interval around the mean of all measurements). These basal noise values are similar to noise levels obtained for cells grown in the absence of the inducer MitC ([S2 Fig](#pone.0227249.s005){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

![Population noise in CFP is higher than population noise in YFP.\
Coefficient of variation (CV) over time for all cells, cells in the ON-state and cells in the OFF-state. Squares: 0.1 μg/ml MitC, triangles: 0.25 μg/ml MitC, circles: 0.4 μg/ml MitC. A,D,G) noise in YFP (yellow) expression over time at three different MitC levels (Materials and methods). B, E, H) noise in CFP (blue) expression. The basal noise was quantified as noise of populations for all MitC concentrations at t = 45 min. The production and release noise was determined as the noise at t = 270 min of cells in the ON-state (all MitC levels). The population noise was determined as the noise at t = 270 min for measurements of all stress levels. C) Basal noise for YFP and CFP expression. F) ON state noise (YFP, yellow and CFP, blue). I) Population noise for YFP and CFP expression. Significance levels: n.s. no significant difference, \*\*\*: p\<0.001. C, F, I present data averaged over all measurements and MitC induction levels. The error bar denotes the 95% confidence interval around the mean of all measurements. Number of replicates N for each bar in C,F,I) is 8, with 310 considered cells in total (I). Detailed information on analyzed cell numbers can be found in the [S1 Data](#pone.0227249.s013){ref-type="supplementary-material"} file.](pone.0227249.g002){#pone.0227249.g002}

Investigating the noise of cells in the ON-state, we found that it increased over time and finally saturated for both YFP and CFP ([Fig 2D and 2E](#pone.0227249.g002){ref-type="fig"}) for all stress levels. This is in accordance with the increasing standard deviation of fluorescence intensity of the ON-population (σ~(FITON)~) ([S3 Fig](#pone.0227249.s006){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). At later time-points, a large fraction of cells expressed YFP and CFP at high levels compared to early time-points, where gene expression had only started in those cells. Again, the data showed no considerable difference for the three MitC concentrations. Consequently, we quantified the noise of the ON cells over all data obtained for these MitC concentrations at t = 270 min, representing the final noise of toxin production and release ([Fig 2F](#pone.0227249.g002){ref-type="fig"}). Interestingly, the noise in toxin production (YFP ON-state, [Fig 2F](#pone.0227249.g002){ref-type="fig"}) was not significantly different from the basal noise (YFP OFF-state, [Fig 2C](#pone.0227249.g002){ref-type="fig"}). This can be explained as follows: the increase in transcription rate upon SOS induction leads both to an increased σ and mean (FI), hence, the ratio σ/mean (= CV) stays approximately constant ([S3 Fig](#pone.0227249.s006){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). In contrast, the mean CFP noise for cells in the ON-state increased and now exceeded the YFP noise with a CV of 1.12±0.13 and 0.78±0.11, respectively ([Fig 2F](#pone.0227249.g002){ref-type="fig"}).

Finally, we determined the population noise as the noise of the entire population that includes both ON and OFF cells over time ([Fig 2G and 2H](#pone.0227249.g002){ref-type="fig"}) and again found, that there are only small differences between the three stress levels and that at t = 270 min a steady state was reached. Calculating the CV of all MitC levels at 270min ([Fig 2I](#pone.0227249.g002){ref-type="fig"}) we obtained similar values as for the noise of cells in the ON-state with noise in CFP expression being higher than noise in YFP expression with a mean CV of 1.36±0.19 and 0.80±0.13, respectively.

To rule out that any observed differences in YFP and CFP expression noise are mainly due to differences in the fluorescence reporters, we repeated our experiments with an S strain mutant carrying plasmid pMO11, that is identical to pMO3, but with *cea* now being exchanged by CFP and *cel* by YFP ([S1 Table](#pone.0227249.s001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). For this S~FLIP~ mutant strain, we determined the same noise tendencies as for the S 'wild-type reporter' strain, confirming our above-described results ([S4 Fig](#pone.0227249.s007){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

Effect of transcriptional and post-transcriptional regulation on gene expression noise in the ColicinE2-based toxin expression system {#sec004}
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

We had observed that upon induction of the SOS response population noise in CFP was higher than noise in YFP, demonstrating that gene expression noise is different for the individual genes within the artificial ColicinE2-based operon. However, it was not clear which regulatory elements were responsible for this difference. Consequently, we investigated the impact of several regulatory components on YFP and CFP gene expression noise in our system. In [Table 1](#pone.0227249.t001){ref-type="table"} the exact genetic changes for each mutant are summarized and the expected changes on transcription and translation or mRNA decay in our ColicinE2-based system are explained.

As we had found that the noise of cells in the ON-state was similar to the noise of the entire S strain population, we concentrate on population noise comparisons in the following analysis. The data on basal noise and noise of cells in the ON-state are given in the [S5 Fig](#pone.0227249.s008){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. Please find the mean values of the fluorescence intensities (FI) and σ for the population noise of all regulatory mutant strains in [S6 Fig](#pone.0227249.s009){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. In [S7 Fig](#pone.0227249.s010){ref-type="supplementary-material"} FI histograms are presented for mutant strains with significant changes in population noise.

As LexA binding alters YFP and CFP expression from the ColicinE2-based operon, we first analysed how variations in the LexA binding site (Materials and methods, [Table 1](#pone.0227249.t001){ref-type="table"}) affect gene expression noise in the ColicinE2-based operon in comparison to the 'wild-type' S strain. We found that a mutant strain (ΔLexA, [S1 Table](#pone.0227249.s001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) lacking the LexA binding site, which is therefore constitutively expressing the ColicinE2-based operon ([S8 Fig](#pone.0227249.s011){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), showed a population noise similar to the noise levels observed for the S strain, with 0.70 ± 0.11 for YFP and 1.18 ± 0.32 for CFP expression ([Fig 3](#pone.0227249.g003){ref-type="fig"}, [S1 Data](#pone.0227249.s013){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). As we quantify the population noise at t = 270 min ([Fig 2H](#pone.0227249.g002){ref-type="fig"}), the population noise represents the steady state value of the system, when all cells have switched into the toxin-producing state upon SOS response induction with high external stress. Consequently, at this time-point, repression of the operon in the S strain by LexA is absent and the population noise does not differ from the noise values of the unrepressed ColicinE2-based operon in the ΔLexA mutant ([Fig 3](#pone.0227249.g003){ref-type="fig"}). We then analysed how variation in LexA binding strength and thus the expression level of the ColicinE2-based operon influences noise in gene expression of the individual genes within the operon. We found that variations in the LexA binding site on the reporter plasmid pMO3 (mutants LexA1 and LexA2, Materials and methods, [Table 1](#pone.0227249.t001){ref-type="table"}, [S1 Table](#pone.0227249.s001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) which lead to an increased binding of LexA, did not alter the population noise significantly, neither for YFP or CFP expression ([Fig 3](#pone.0227249.g003){ref-type="fig"}, [S1 Data](#pone.0227249.s013){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

![CsrA controls noise in CFP expression and reduces noise of the entire operon.\
Population noise in YFP and CFP expression are shown in yellow and blue, respectively. Population noise is shown for the S strain as well as several mutant strains (Materials and methods, [S1 Table](#pone.0227249.s001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Background color indicates genetic changes in transcriptional (T, light grey) or post-transcriptional regulation (PT, medium grey), or both (T and PT, dark grey). Transparent colored regions (YFP, yellow and CFP, blue) indicate the CV values (including the corresponding error) of the S strain for better comparability between data sets. Significance levels: n.s. no significant difference; \*: p\<0.05; \*\*: p\<0.01; \*\*\*: p\<0.001. The FI/σ ↑/↓ up and down arrows indicate the main influence on the observed change in CV. The error bar denotes the 95% confidence interval around the mean of all measurements. Number of replicates N for each strain is S: 8, ΔLexA: 9, LexA1: 11, LexA2: 10, CsrA1: 9, CsrB: 6, CsrBC: 7, CsrA2: 7, ΔLexA/CsrA2: 7. Number of considered cells X: S: 310, ΔLexA: 301, LexA1: 431, LexA2: 382, CsrA1: 434, CsrB: 314, CsrBC: 312, CsrA2: 348, ΔLexA/CsrA2: 247. Detailed information on analyzed cell numbers can be found in the [S1 Data](#pone.0227249.s013){ref-type="supplementary-material"} file.](pone.0227249.g003){#pone.0227249.g003}

Now we had learned that differences in LexA binding did not significantly affect population noise in both YFP and CFP expression in our artificial ColicinE2-based toxin expression system. Hence, the in general higher population noise in CFP could not be explained by a regulatory effect imposed by the transcriptional regulator LexA. Therefore, we next assessed the impact of the post-transcriptional regulatory module on gene expression noise in the operon, consisting of the mRNA binding protein CsrA and the two CsrA sequestering sRNAs CsrB and CsrC ([Fig 1A](#pone.0227249.g001){ref-type="fig"}). We first quantified the population noise for a mutant strain with increased CsrA binding to the SD sequence present only on the long mRNA transcript (CsrA1, Materials and methods, [Table 1](#pone.0227249.t001){ref-type="table"}, [S1 Table](#pone.0227249.s001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Consequently, the noise in YFP expression should not be affected. Indeed, we obtained a similar population noise value for YFP expression for this mutant as for the S strain ([Fig 3](#pone.0227249.g003){ref-type="fig"}, [S1 Data](#pone.0227249.s013){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Interestingly, also CFP population noise for the CsrA1 mutant was comparable to the CFP population noise obtained for the S strain ([Fig 3](#pone.0227249.g003){ref-type="fig"}, [S1 Data](#pone.0227249.s013){ref-type="supplementary-material"}**)**. We attribute this to the fact that the native CsrA binding site of the *cel* gene is nearly optimal \[[@pone.0227249.ref050]\] and our genetic modifications allowed only a slight increase in CsrA binding to the SD-sequence \[[@pone.0227249.ref048]\] leading to a reduction of the mean FI by a factor of 4, which was accompanied by a reduction of sigma of the same magnitude ([S6 Fig](#pone.0227249.s009){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). This results in a similar CV value as observed for the S strain. Hence, slightly increasing CsrA binding does not significantly change CFP expression noise.

In the mutant strain CsrB ([Table 1](#pone.0227249.t001){ref-type="table"}), we did not alter any sequence on the reporter plasmid pMO3, but deleted the sRNA gene CsrB in the bacterial genome completely (Materials and methods, [S1 Table](#pone.0227249.s001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). As CsrB is sequestering CrsA \[[@pone.0227249.ref042],[@pone.0227249.ref043]\], in consequence more CrsA proteins should be available in the bacterial cell, able to repress CFP translation. As such, noise in YFP expression again should be unaffected and we expect noise in CFP expression to be increased due to the higher repressive effect of CsrA. However, we found no significant changes in both YFP and CFP population noise in comparison to the S strain ([Fig 3](#pone.0227249.g003){ref-type="fig"}, [S1 Data](#pone.0227249.s013){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), which can be explained by a compensatory effect of the second CsrA sequestering sRNA CsrC \[[@pone.0227249.ref042]\].

Consequently, we investigated the mutant strain CsrBC lacking both sRNAs CsrB and CsrC (Materials and methods, [Table 1](#pone.0227249.t001){ref-type="table"}, [S1 Table](#pone.0227249.s001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), that should have even more freely available CsrA molecules. We found a small decrease in YFP and CFP population noise to 0.62 ± 0.14 and 1.04 ± 0.19 ([Fig 3](#pone.0227249.g003){ref-type="fig"}) that was mainly due to a slight increase in FI. Interestingly, a mutant strain (CsrA2, [Table 1](#pone.0227249.t001){ref-type="table"}) with strongly decreased CsrA binding effectiveness due to changes in the SD sequence of the *cfp* gene on the long mRNA (Materials and methods, [S1 Table](#pone.0227249.s001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) also had decreased population noise values both in YFP and CFP expression with 0.46 ± 0.14 and 0.38 ±0.10, respectively ([Fig 3](#pone.0227249.g003){ref-type="fig"}). The strong decrease in CFP population noise can be explained by the fact that now CsrA is no longer able to repress *cfp* translation, as due to the genetic modifications introduced in this mutant, CsrA is hardly able to bind to the SD sequence of the *cel* gene \[[@pone.0227249.ref048]\]. Consequently, *cfp* is highly expressed leading to a strongly increased FI value by a factor of 11 in comparison to the increase in sigma by only a factor of 3, which can explain the observed strong noise reduction in CFP expression ([S6 Fig](#pone.0227249.s009){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). However, this does not explain the decrease of the population noise in YFP expression that we also observed in the CsrBC mutant.

In order to investigate how combined changes on different levels (transcriptional and post-transcriptional) affect population noise of YFP and CFP, we created the double mutant ΔLexA/CsrA2 (Materials and methods, [Table 1](#pone.0227249.t001){ref-type="table"}, [S1 Table](#pone.0227249.s001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). This mutant lacks the LexA binding site required for LexA repression of the operon and CsrA binding is strongly reduced due to changes in the SD---sequence of the *cfp* gene on the long mRNA and thus represents a combination of the mutants ΔLexA and CsrA2. As expected from the results seen for the single ΔLexA or CsrA2 mutants, we found a reduction of the YFP population noise in this mutant with 0.47 ± 0.03 and CFP population noise with 0.35 ± 0.04 ([Fig 3](#pone.0227249.g003){ref-type="fig"}).

A further factor that might contribute to the noise dynamics in the ColicinE2 operon is the copy number of the plasmid carrying the ColicinE2 operon \[[@pone.0227249.ref026]\]. In the native system \[[@pone.0227249.ref051]\] the operon is expressed from \~ 20 plasmid copies \[[@pone.0227249.ref048],[@pone.0227249.ref051]\]. In our artificial system the ColicinE2-based operon is installed on the pMO3 reporter plasmid with \~ 55 copies. Hence, we believe gene expression noise in the native ColicinE2 operon on the pColE2-P9 plasmid of the wild-type strain to be lower than in our artificial system, as high copy numbers as in the artificial system can act to increase noise levels \[[@pone.0227249.ref052]\]. In accordance with this hypothesis, we found reduced noise values in both YFP and CFP expression ([S9 Fig](#pone.0227249.s012){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) for a S strain mutant expressing the ColicinE2-based operon from the same reporter plasmid but with a changed origin of replication (S~REP2,~ Materials and methods) reducing the plasmid copy number from \~ 55 for pMO3 (S strain) to \~ 13 (S~REP2~). For S~REP2~ both FI and σ are reduced compared to the S strain values ([S9 Fig](#pone.0227249.s012){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). However, the reduction of sigma is stronger than the reduction in the FI. For the *cel* gene this is even more pronounced with a reduction in σ by a factor of \~14 and a reduction in FI by a factor of only \~ 7 compared to S strain values. This demonstrates the importance of plasmid copy numbers, as an additional factor in our ColicinE2-based system that contributes to noise generation.

Discussion {#sec005}
==========

In this study, we investigated noise in gene expression in an artificial toxin-producing operon. We quantified the noise dynamics of this ColicinE2-based operon focusing on differences in the individual genes *yfp* and *cfp* corresponding to the genes *cea* (toxin production) and *cel* (toxin release) in the native operon, respectively. We found that only for cells in the OFF-state the noise in *cea* expression was comparable to noise in *cel*, similar to cells grown in the absence of MitC. In contrast to this basal noise, we found that within the ColicinE2-based operon *cel* gene expression noise of cells in the ON-state, as well as *cel* population noise exceeded the corresponding *cea* noise. Here, at t = 270 min, the ColicinE2 operon is maximally expressed and large amounts of long mRNA ([Fig 1](#pone.0227249.g001){ref-type="fig"}) are produced \[[@pone.0227249.ref026]\]. In addition, with high numbers of long mRNAs present, the same amount of free CsrA proteins within the bacterial cell has to repress a higher number of long mRNAs as compared to the OFF-state. Hence, in the ON-state less free CsrA molecules are available and repression of the *cel* gene (in our case the *cfp* gene) is decreased, which can explain the increase in *cfp* gene expression noise in the ON-state in comparison to the OFF-state.

In addition, we investigated gene expression noise in this ColicinE2-based operon in dependence of two regulatory modules: transcriptional regulation by the repressor LexA \[[@pone.0227249.ref026]\] and post-transcriptional repression by the Csr system \[[@pone.0227249.ref043],[@pone.0227249.ref044]\] comprising the mRNA binding protein CsrA and the two CsrA sequestering sRNAs CsrB and CsrC \[[@pone.0227249.ref042],[@pone.0227249.ref044]\]. Starting with mutations in transcription efficiency by changes in LexA repression (ΔLexA, LexA1, LexA2), our data showed that variations in LexA binding did not significantly alter population noise in both YFP and CFP expression ([Fig 3](#pone.0227249.g003){ref-type="fig"}). With regard to post-transcriptional regulation, mutants with slightly changed CsrA binding efficiency (CsrA1, CsrB) also showed no significant population noise differences compared to the 'wild-type reporter' S strain. However, mutants with strongly altered CsrA binding (CsrA2, ΔLexA/CsrA2) and specifically mutations that increase CsrA abundance in the cell by changing the number of binding partners for CsrA \[[@pone.0227249.ref047]\] (CsrBC) showed a strong reduction in population noise in CFP, indicating the importance of CsrA availability for *cel* population noise. With regard to the CsrA2 mutant, a further factor might play an important role: The CsrA binding site lies within a stem loop. However, due to the genetic modifications introduced in this mutant strain, this stem loop is no longer able to form and CsrA has a highly reduced binding affinity to the mRNA \[[@pone.0227249.ref048]\]. Dacheux *et al*., \[[@pone.0227249.ref053]\] showed that the presence of a stem loop can increase noise in translation in comparison to a control lacking a stem loop structure. Likewise, noise in *cel* gene expression might be strongly reduced in the CsrA2 mutant due to the absence of the stem loop.

Unexpectedly, we also found a significant reduction of population noise in YFP expression for the CsrA2, ΔLexA/CsrA2 and CsrBC mutants ([Fig 3](#pone.0227249.g003){ref-type="fig"}). This leads us to hypothesize that CsrA also acts as a global regulation factor of gene expression noise in our ColicinE2-based operon. In a study by Bar-Even *et al*., \[[@pone.0227249.ref054]\] it was nicely shown, that global factors can strongly affect noise generation at all steps of gene expression: transcription as well as translation. The CsrA protein, whose concentration of freely available molecules is either directly or indirectly affected by our genetic changes in the CsrB, CsrB/C or CsrA2 mutant strains, is a highly abundant global protein \[[@pone.0227249.ref044]\], which controls many different regulatory processes in the bacterial cell \[[@pone.0227249.ref055]\]. However, Taniguchi *et al*, \[[@pone.0227249.ref056]\], report that only a few hundred CsrA molecules are actually freely available in the bacterial cell (unbound CrsA proteins). Therefore, even small variations in the free CsrA concentration can have considerable effects. In the mutant strains CsrA2 and ΔLexA/CsrA2 the amount of free CsrA is directly affected, due to less CsrA proteins being able to bind to the respective binding sequence on the reporter plasmid. Furthermore, different CsrA sequestering elements have been reported, such as the sRNAs CsrB and CsrC \[[@pone.0227249.ref042],[@pone.0227249.ref044]\] that are deleted in the CsrB and CsrBC mutants. Consequently, if CsrA abundance is increased (e.g. by reducing the amount of CsrA-sequestering sRNAs or by preventing CsrA binding to the SD sequence of the *cel* gene within the long mRNA), the noise of the entire ColicinE2-based operon (*cea* and *cel*) is reduced ([Fig 4](#pone.0227249.g004){ref-type="fig"}). We speculate this noise reduction to be due to transcriptional changes on a global protein interaction level. Here, different possible mechanisms can come into play. CsrA itself was shown to be a global negative regulator of transcription \[[@pone.0227249.ref057]\], that can cause transcription attenuation by mediating Rho-dependent termination \[[@pone.0227249.ref047]\] and furthermore regulates mRNA stability \[[@pone.0227249.ref047],[@pone.0227249.ref057]\]. In addition, CsrA could act indirectly, by affecting the abundance of other global proteins. One such protein, whose expression is regulated by CsrA \[[@pone.0227249.ref058]\], is the protein Hfq that binds to mRNAs to initiate translation \[[@pone.0227249.ref059]\]. Hfq was also shown to be involved in the regulation of bacteriocin production \[[@pone.0227249.ref060]\]. Finally, strong *cel* translation that might be accompanied by a high density of ribosomes on the long mRNA could increase the stability of the long mRNA \[[@pone.0227249.ref061]\] and thus also affect *cea* gene expression noise.

![Factors contributing to noise generation in the ColicinE2-based regulatory network.\
T = transcriptional, PT = post-transcriptional. Solid arrows indicate regulatory mechanisms. Dashed arrows indicate noise influencing elements. n.s.: Variations of LexA binding did not lead to significant changes in population noise. ?: Question mark denotes that our data indicate that CsrA could act either direct or indirect as a global factor affecting population noise.](pone.0227249.g004){#pone.0227249.g004}

The importance of various global factors for gene expression noise has been described previously \[[@pone.0227249.ref011],[@pone.0227249.ref054],[@pone.0227249.ref062]\]. With regard to noise generation in the ColicinE2-like system another global factor is important: the copy number of the plasmid carrying the ColicinE2 operon \[[@pone.0227249.ref026]\]. By reducing the plasmid copy number of our reporter plasmid from \~ 55 to \~ 13, we could show that indeed noise was strongly reduced, demonstrating the importance of the plasmid copy number, as a second global factor in our ColicinE2-based system for noise generation.

In summary, our data show that primarily post-transcriptional factors work together to control noise generation in the ColicinE2-based operon and indicate that these regulatory factors strongly affect noise in the native ColicinE2 toxin expression system, as well. Comparing the noise levels of the investigated mutant strains unexpectedly showed that the system closest to the native regulation (S strain) does not express the lowest noise. This leads us to the assumption that the native ColicinE2 system might have an optimized noise level that allows an increased variation of toxin expression and release throughout the heterogeneous population to increase the competitive success of the toxin-producing population. A similar effect was seen in a recent study, where the system of interest shows upregulation of population noise to enable bet-hedging in diverse environments \[[@pone.0227249.ref016]\].

As the plasmid-encoded system investigated in this study is controlled by chromosomally encoded global regulatory proteins such as LexA and CsrA, we furthermore hypothesize that modulation of gene expression noise by transcriptional and especially post-transcriptional factors might play an important role in comparable protein expression systems.

Materials and methods {#sec006}
=====================

Creation of bacterial strains used in this study {#sec007}
------------------------------------------------

All strains used in this study are listed in [S1 Table](#pone.0227249.s001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. All mutant strains are derivatives of the S strain described in Mader *et al*. \[[@pone.0227249.ref036]\] and Götz *et al*. \[[@pone.0227249.ref048]\]. Sequences of all mutant strains/plasmids have been verified.

The S strain, to which all mutant strain data are compared, carries the double reporter plasmid pMO3 that harbors the entire ColicinE2 operon, in which the genes *cea* and *cel* have been replaced by genes coding for the fluorescence proteins (FP) mVenus (YFP) and mCerulean (CFP), respectively ([Fig 1A](#pone.0227249.g001){ref-type="fig"}). Hence, this plasmid retains all regulatory sequences relevant for the binding of LexA to the SOS box of the ColicinE2 operon, and of CsrA to the Shine-Dalgarno sequence on the resulting long mRNA transcript. In contrast to the wild-type strain C~WT~ ([Table 1](#pone.0227249.t001){ref-type="table"}, [S1 Table](#pone.0227249.s001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), the S strain lacks the native pColE2-P9 plasmid and represents a mere reporter strain for ColicinE2 expression. Consequently, the S strain and its mutants are not able to produce or release the toxin via cell lysis.

The strain lacking the SOS box required for LexA binding (ΔLexA) was created as follows: We performed a PCR using the primer pair P1/P2 and the plasmid pMO3 ([S2 Table](#pone.0227249.s002){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) to create a DNA fragment without the SOS box sequence. The purified PCR product (QIAquick PCR Purification Kit, Qiagen, Hilden, Germany) containing a *KpnI* cutting site was cut with KpnI and DpnI and purified again in order to discard the original DNA Plasmid. The DNA fragment was then ligated to create the new plasmid present in ΔLexA ([S1 Table](#pone.0227249.s001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Due to the lack of the SOS box, this mutant constitutively expresses the ColicinE2-based operon ([S8 Fig](#pone.0227249.s011){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

A further mutant ΔLexA/CsrA2 was constructed by performing site-directed mutagenesis on the plasmid in the ΔLexA mutant with the Quick ChangeII kit (Agilent Technologies, Santa Clara, USA). Using the primer pair P3/P4 ([S2 Table](#pone.0227249.s002){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), the CsrA binding site in Shine-Dalgarno sequence of the *cel/cfp* gene on the ΔLexA plasmid was switched from AC to TT. This leads to the new plasmid ΔLexA/CsrA2 ([S1 Table](#pone.0227249.s001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) which is unable to form a second mRNA hairpin overlapping the Shine-Dalgarno sequence \[[@pone.0227249.ref041],[@pone.0227249.ref063]\]. Consequently, CsrA binding is strongly reduced in this mutant, while transcription of the ColicinE2-based operon is constitutive.

To investigate the influence of the position of the fluorescent reporter proteins in the operon we created a mutant S~FLIP~, where the order of the two fluorescent reporter proteins in the operon was switched, leading to the replacement of *cea* by mCerulean and *cel* by mVenus. This mutant was created from the pMO3 plasmid in two steps. Step1: Using the primers P5/P6 for a PCR the YFP insert for *cel* position was duplicated. Accordingly, the primers P7/P8 were used in a PCR to create a vector pMO3 without CFP (at the *cel* position). After PCR purification (QIAquick PCR Purification Kit, Qiagen, Hilden, Germany) both vector and insert were cut with the restriction enzymes AgeI, BamHI and DpnI then ligated in a vector:insert ration of 1:3 and transformed into the XL1 strain. Step2: In order to replicate the DNA fragment for CFP at *cea* position the primer pair P9/P10 was used for PCR. The vector without *yfp* at *cea* position was created via PCR of the plasmid created in step1 with the pimers P11/P12. Both DNA fragments were then cut with the restriction enzymes EcoRI, SacI and DpnI. Further cloning steps were performed according to step 1, creating the final plasmid pMO11 that contains the entire ColicinE2 operon but with *cea* and *cel* exchanged by *cfp* and *yfp*, respectively.

All other mutants were created as described in Götz *et al*. \[[@pone.0227249.ref048]\] and detailed information on the mutations is included in [S1 Table](#pone.0227249.s001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.

Fluorescence time-lapse microscopy and data analysis {#sec008}
----------------------------------------------------

Bacterial cultivation, fluorescence time-lapse microscopy and data analysis have been performed as described earlier \[[@pone.0227249.ref048]\].

In detail, bacteria were grown overnight at 37°C in M63 minimal medium supplemented with 0.5% glycerol as a carbon source, and with 100 μg/ml ampicillin (Carl Roth, Germany) if required. Overnight cultures were diluted to an OD~600~ of 0.05 and grown to an OD~600~ of 0.2. Aliquots (50 μl) of these cultures were applied to poly-L-lysine (BIOCHROM, Berlin)-coated Ibidi μ-slides VI^0.4^ (Ibidi GmbH, Munich). These slides were then transferred to an inverse microscope, Axiovert 200M (Carl Zeiss, Germany) equipped with an Andor camera and a Zeiss EC Plan-Neofluar 100x/1.3 oil-immersion objective. A filter set with a beam splitter BS520, an excitation bandpass HC500/24 and an emission bandpass HC 542/27 was used for YFP detection. The HC filter set for CFP detection consisted of an emission filter 483/32, a beam splitter BS458 and an excitation filter 438/24. Micromanager, an open-source program (version 1.3), was used for image acquisition \[[@pone.0227249.ref064]\]. After the first image, the chamber was flushed with medium containing the appropriate concentration of mitomycin C (MitC, Carl Roth, Germany). For image analysis a background correction was performed using ImageJ \[[@pone.0227249.ref065]\] by calculating the modal gray from each single image. After that, stacks of the time traces were created and analyzed using the Cell Evaluator plug-in \[[@pone.0227249.ref066]\] for ImageJ. Only live cells lying within the bright-field image were considered. General data analysis was performed using IgorPRO 6.22 and 7.04, Adobe CS5 Software and Inkscape (Version 0.92.4).

We obtained the fluorescence intensity (FI) for YFP and CFP expression for each single cell every 15 min over a period of 300 min. As we did not observe significant photobleaching for the two fluorescent proteins, YFP and CFP, used in this study, both of which are known for their stable characteristics in protein folding, bleaching and fluorescence \[[@pone.0227249.ref067]--[@pone.0227249.ref069]\], we did not correct the obtained data for photobleaching.

All mutants except S~FLIP~ and S~REP2~ were measured with a fluorescence lamp intensity of 1% and 25ms exposure time for both channels. These values were chosen to ensure that no pixel saturation occurred for high FI values for any of the mutants studied. Due to their genetic changes the S~FLIP~ and S~REP2~ mutants had to be measured with a higher lamp intensity of 4% and 200ms exposure time in order to stay considerably above the detection limit. As changes in illumination have impact on both the fluorescence intensity and the width of the distribution (σ) this change should not have an impact on the CV. Consequently, only CV values of these two mutant strains can be compared to the values of the S strain.

The bacterial stress response was induced using medium containing high concentrations of Mitomycin C (0.1, 0.25 and 0.4 μg/ml) right after the first image was taken. To be able to quantify the noise of cells not or only weakly expressing the ColicinE2 operon from cells that are highly expressing the operon, a threshold level was set to distinguish expressers from non-expressers. As described earlier, a cell was defined to be in the ON state, if its FI level was five times higher than their basal fluorescence \[[@pone.0227249.ref036]\], with the exception of YFP expression in the ΔLexA and ΔLexA/CsrA2 mutants: here, all cells are expressing YFP constitutively. Consequently, all cells of these two mutants are permanently in the YFP ON state ([S8 Fig](#pone.0227249.s011){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). As a standard measure of noise in gene expression \[[@pone.0227249.ref023]\], we quantified the coefficient of variation (CV) for the obtained fluorescence intensities (FI), being the standard deviation σ divided by the mean μ. We studied noise generation at high externals stress levels, consequently, the cells do no longer divide. Furthermore, the maximal amount of cells have finished switching at the end of the measurement and there is no significant difference in the cells overall response between the different MitC concentrations. Thus, we calculated the mean FI, σ and CV with 95% confidence interval as error bars for the different datasets from all three stress levels, if not indicated otherwise. For each MitC concentration at least 2 separate experiments have been performed and a minimum of 93 cells has been analyzed. In [S3 Table](#pone.0227249.s003){ref-type="supplementary-material"} detailed information on the measured MitC concentrations for each strain/mutant, the resulting number of replicates N and the number of considered cells X for data analysis can be found. Further information on the exact number of cells analyzed for YFP or CFP expression is given in the [S1 Data](#pone.0227249.s013){ref-type="supplementary-material"} file.

Significance analysis {#sec009}
---------------------

Significance analysis was performed using statistical programming language R and R Studio and the available 'stats' library. First, the distributions were tested for normality using the shapiro.test function. Depending on the results, significance analysis was performed using the t.test function for normal distributions and the wilcoxon.test function for non-normal distributions. The significance is depicted in figures as follows: \* p\<0.05; \*\* p\<0.01; \*\*\* p\<0.001 and n.s. (not significant) for p\>0.05. More detailed information of the significance values is given in the [S1 Data](#pone.0227249.s013){ref-type="supplementary-material"} file.

Supporting information {#sec010}
======================

###### Bacterial strains used in this study.

(PDF)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### Primers used in this study.

These primers were used for construction of the mutant strains created in this study described in Materials and methods.

(PDF)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### Measurement overview.

Detailed information on collected and analyzed data for all bacterial strains and mutants used in this study. This includes a summary of the MitC concentrations measured for a particular strain/mutant, the resulting number of replicates N and the total number of cells X considered for each strain/mutant in data analysis. Information on the exact cell numbers for ON/OFF states, YFP and CFP expression is given in the [S1 Data](#pone.0227249.s013){ref-type="supplementary-material"} file.

(PDF)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### Fluorescence intensity data for the expression of YFP and CFP in the S strain.

A,B) Mean Fluorescence Intensity (FI) over time for all cells. Squares: 0.1 μg/ml MitC, triangles: 0.25 μg/ml MitC, circles: 0.4 μg/ml. (C-H) FI histograms for OFF state (C,D), ON state (E,F) and all cells (G,H) are shown. The plots for expression of YFP (A,C,E,G) and CFP (B,D,F,H) are plotted in yellow and blue respectively. In all histograms the MitC concentration is given by bar color from light to dark with increasing MitC levels. The subfigures for mean FI and σ are given in each plot for the subpopulations of all MitC concentration (0.10 μg/ml, 0.25 μg/ml, 0.40 μg/ml MitC). Detailed information on experimental replicates N and analyzed cell numbers X can be found in [S3 Tableand](#pone.0227249.s003){ref-type="supplementary-material"} the [S1 Data](#pone.0227249.s013){ref-type="supplementary-material"} file.

(TIF)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### Noise of S strain in the absence of MitC.

A,B) Coefficient of variation (CV) over time of all cells not expressing the ColicinE2 operon. The low fraction of cells switching to the ON-state in the absence of MitC has not been included in these data, to allow a direct comparison of the OFF-state values of S strain in the presence of MitC. Open squares: no MitC, filled triangles: S strain cells OFF-state in the presence of MitC, averaged over all cells X. A) YFP expression (yellow), B) CFP expression (blue), C) Basal noise for YFP and CFP expression in the absence of MitC. The basal noise was quantified as noise of the respective populations at t = 45 min. The error bar denotes the 95% confidence interval around the mean of all measurements. Transparent areas in yellow (YFP) and blue (CFP) indicate the basal noise values for S strain in the presence of MitC (*cea* (*yfp*), *cel* (*cfp*)). Number of replicates N for each bar in (C) is 2, with 213 considered cells in total. Detailed information on analyzed cell numbers can be found in the [S1 Data](#pone.0227249.s013){ref-type="supplementary-material"} file.

(TIF)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### Standard deviation and mean of fluorescence intensity of cells in the ON state for YFP expression (S strain).

A\) Mean standard deviation (σ) and mean fluorescence intensity (FI) of cells in the ON state over time. B) Mean σ and mean FI of cells in the ON state in comparison to cells in the OFF state. Values represent ratios of σ: mean FI. The error bar denotes the 95% confidence interval around the mean of all measurements. Number of replicates N for each bar shown in (B) is 8, with in total 310 considered cells. Detailed information on analyzed cell numbers can be found in the [S1 Data](#pone.0227249.s013){ref-type="supplementary-material"} file.

(TIF)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### Gene expression noise and FI histograms of the SFLIP mutant with switched FPs compared to the S strain.

A\) Noise in *cea* (*cfp*) expression is given in blue, noise in *cel* (*yfp*) expression is given in yellow. Transparent areas yellow (YFP) and in blue (CFP) indicate the noise values for the S strain (*cea* (*yfp*), *cel* (*cfp*), Materials and methods, [S1 Table](#pone.0227249.s001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) Basal noise of cells in the OFF state (left). Noise of cells in the ON state (middle). Population noise (right). Significance levels of the corresponding S~FLIP~ distributions: n.s. no significant difference; \*\*: p\<0.01. B/C) Histograms of fluorescence intensity distribution of the entire population FI at 270min for B) *cea* (*cfp*) and C) *cel* (*yfp*) of the S~FLIP~ mutant for all measurements. The error bar denotes the 95% confidence interval around the mean of all measurements. Number of replicates N for each bar shown in (A) is 3, with 143 considered cells in total. Detailed information on analyzed cell numbers can be found in the [S1 Data](#pone.0227249.s013){ref-type="supplementary-material"} file.

(TIF)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### Noise of cells in the OFF (basal noise) and in the ON state in various mutant strains (Materials and methods, [Table 1](#pone.0227249.t001){ref-type="table"} and [S1 Table](#pone.0227249.s001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

Coefficient of variation (CV) of YFP gene expression is shown in yellow, of CFP expression in blue. A,B) Noise of genes in bacterial cells in the OFF state. C,D) noise of genes in bacterial cells in the ON state. Background color indicates genetic changes in transcriptional (T, light grey) or post-transcriptional regulation (PT, medium grey), or both (T and PT, dark grey). Transparent colored regions (YFP, yellow and CFP, blue) indicate the CV values (with the corresponding error) of the S strain for better comparability between data sets. Significance levels are set as n.s. no significant difference; \*: p\<0.05; \*\*: p\<0.01; \*\*\*: p\<0.001 and represent the comparison to the S strain. The error bar denotes the 95% confidence interval around the mean of all measurements. Number of replicates N for each strain is S: 8, ΔLexA: 9, LexA1: 11, LexA2: 10, CsrA1: 9, CsrB: 6, CsrBC: 7, CsrA2: 7, ΔLexA/CsrA2: 7. Total number of considered cells X: S: 310, ΔLexA: 301, LexA1: 431, LexA2: 382, CsrA1: 434, CsrB: 314, CsrBC: 312, CsrA2: 348, ΔLexA/CsrA2: 247. Detailed information on analyzed cell numbers (ON/OFF state, YFP/CFP) can be found in the [S1 Data](#pone.0227249.s013){ref-type="supplementary-material"} file.

(TIF)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### Mean FI and σ of the entire population (corresponding to population noise at 270min) in various mutant strains (Materials and methods, [Table 1](#pone.0227249.t001){ref-type="table"} and [S1 Table](#pone.0227249.s001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

A\) Mean FI and B) mean σ of YFP gene expression are shown in yellow. C) Mean FI and D) mean σ of CFP expression are shown in blue. Background color indicates genetic changes in transcriptional (T, light grey) or post-transcriptional regulation (PT, medium grey), or both (T and PT, dark grey). Transparent colored regions (YFP, yellow and CFP, blue) indicate the corresponding values (with error) of the S strain for better comparability between data sets. Values highlighted in white are the FI and σ values for the corresponding bars as they were much higher than those of the other mutants and axis was cut for better visibility. The error bar denotes the 95% confidence interval around the mean of all measurements. Number of replicates N for each strain is S: 8, ΔLexA: 9, LexA1: 11, LexA2: 10, CsrA1: 9, CsrB: 6, CsrBC: 7, CsrA2: 7, ΔLexA/CsrA2: 7. Number of considered cells X: S: 310, ΔLexA: 301, LexA1: 431, LexA2: 382, CsrA1: 434, CsrB: 314, CsrBC: 312, CsrA2: 348, ΔLexA/CsrA2: 247. Detailed information on analyzed cell numbers can be found in [S3 Table](#pone.0227249.s003){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.

(TIF)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### Histograms for YFP and CFP fluorescence intensities for all mutants with CVs significantly different from the S strain.

A,C,E,G) YFP expression and B,D,F,H) CFP expression histograms for all measured cells at three MitC concentrations are depicted in yellow and blue respectively. Histograms are corresponding to the population noise state of all cells at 270min of the measurement.

(TIF)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### Constitutive expression of the ColicinE2-based operon in the mutant strain Δ LexA.

A\) Single traces of 50 cells expressing YFP over time (grey). B) Fraction of cells expressing YFP and CFP in Δ LexA. Please note that the long mRNA including the *cfp* gene ([Fig 1](#pone.0227249.g001){ref-type="fig"}) is less frequent. Furthermore, the *cfp* gene underlies additional post-transcriptional regulation by CsrA. Hence, the fraction of cells expressing *cfp* is not 100%. The error of the cumulative fraction of cells in the ON state is given by the standard error of the mean (SEM) with the error bar.

(TIF)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### Gene expression noise and FI histograms of the SREP2 strain with reduced plasmid copy number (\~ 13copies).

A\) Noise in YFP expression is given in yellow, noise in CFP expression is given in blue. Transparent areas yellow (YFP) and in blue (CFP) indicate the noise values for the S strain with high plasmid copy number (\~ 55 copies, Materials and methods, [S1 Table](#pone.0227249.s001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) Basal noise of cells in the OFF state (left). Noise of cells in the ON state (middle). Population noise (right). Significance levels of the corresponding S~REP2~ distribution compared to the S strain: n.s. no significant difference; \*: p\<0.05; \*\*: p\<0.01; \*\*\*: p\<0.001. B/C) Histograms of fluorescence intensity distribution of population FI at 270min on B) *cea* (*yfp*) and C) *cel* (*cfp*) of the S~REP2~ strain for all measurements. The error bar denotes the 95% confidence interval around the mean of all measurements. Number of replicates N for each bar shown in (A) is 3, with 93 considered cells in total. Detailed information on analyzed cell numbers can be found in the [S1 Data](#pone.0227249.s013){ref-type="supplementary-material"} file.

(TIF)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### This excel file includes more detailed information for data presented in the figures and significance analysis.

(XLSX)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.
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